
We’re driven because you’re driven. Pursuit of perfection is what gets us out of bed in the morning. Pursuit of perfection is what 
drove us for two years of designs, reviews, and more designs. Perfection is the only thing we are willing to offer you. 

A Study in Perfection. Our strength training experts and your commercial buyers drew-up their dream designs. Nautilus engineers 
made those dreams a reality. A few big changes and a lot of subtle ones result in the easiest to use, highest performing line 
of commercial free weights we’ve ever developed. Details you’ll discover include new user-friendly adjustment mechanisms, 
innovative and thoughtful bench designs, and modern hi-tech frame shapes that make you want to reach out and touch them. 
Perfection? 
Nautilus® Olympic Benches handle over 600 pounds of plate storage. The brushed chrome-plated (5/16” thick) bar holders contain 
two catch positions, and accommodate Olympic bars. The vertical bar catches for easier racking to accommodate weight lifted 
up to 700 pounds.
The Nautilus® Commercial Free Weight line uses 11-gauge steel frame tubes to incorporate a new, softer curved profile for a 
strong, modern look. Pivot points use durable bronze bushings, along with a 3-point base design which results in a self- leveling 
bench. Multiple color options are available for the frame and upholstery.

SPECIAL FEATURES
 Front and rear bar catches accommodate multiple training styles  • 
 Ratcheting seat adjustment for ease of use and solid feel• 
 64” H x 81” L x 69” W• 
 Machine Weight: 355.3 lbs• 
 Warranty: 12 years- Frame/Welded Moving Parts/Weight Stacks, 3 years-Moving Parts, 1 year-Labor and 6 months on    • 
 upholstery/pads/grips and tethered weight stack pins.

Med-Fit Systems, Inc., Manufacturer of Nautilus® Commercial Products, 709 Powerhouse Road, Independence, VA 24348,
www.medfitsystems.com, ph. 800.874.8941, 276.773.2881, fax. 276.773.3306
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